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ABOUT US

Your technology partner

Our experience in IT, Telecom, Mobility and other technological areas 
is YOUR tool for driving your business forward.

One Appy Team is dedicated to embrace your needs and offer a 
state of the art mobile solution for your current and upcoming 
technological challenges.

Our goal and philosophy is to provide a 360  technological 
approach to our customers.



ABOUT US

Hotel Digital services

Our team is able to offer you any essential consulting and 
technical support regarding various Hotel Digital services, such as:

IP Telephony with Hotel interface for 
communicating without borders

Various IT and telephony integrations 
in order to add value to your current 
and upcoming technological investments

Monitoring & Alarming platform for almost 
any wired or wireless connected device, 
as the ideal proactive tool



ABOUT US

Web and Digital Marketing services

Our team is also able to deliver Web and Digital Marketing services,
such as

WiFi solutions such as 
Captive portal in order to 
take any advantage of 
the digital marketing era

SEO, web copywriting etc

Network security and web content filtering to secure 
your data and your guests privacy



TECHNOLOGY & MOBILE USE



 Ever increasing penetration of Internet and smartphones. 

Major importance of this trend in every aspect of our lives.

Penetration of the mobile broadband has reached 81,3% 
of the population (Dec’14), 

Rising from 72% in Dec’13.
OECD countries

TECHNOLOGY 
& MOBILE USE

Global Outlook



TECHNOLOGY 
& MOBILE USE

Cyprus Outlook

The technological 
environment

The percentage of people using their mobile phones 
to access the internet is more than 57%.
Cy STAT
Survey 1st Q 2014
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TECHNOLOGY 
& MOBILE USE

Greece Outlook

Tablet Usage
Percentage of people who use tablet

24%

13%

7%

4%

2012 2013 2014 2015

Smartphone Usage
Percentage of people who use
smartphone

53%

42%

33%

18%

2012 2013 2014 2015

Internet Access via Smartphone at
Least as Often as Computer

Percentage of people who access the
internet at least as often via smartphone
as Computer

42%

28%

16%

0%

2012 2013 2014 2015

Google Consumer 
Barometer 2015



TECHNOLOGY 
& MOBILE USE

Impact
of Mobile growth

“Smartphones have become an indispensable part of our daily lives.”

“Businesses that make mobile a central part of their strategy will benefit 
from the opportunity to engage the new constantly connected consumer.”

Google in its Global survey “Our Mobile Planet”



we can easily conclude that 
we are already in a new 

Digital Mobile Era



THE HOSPITALITY ENVIRONMENT
IN THE LIGHT OF THE DIGITAL MOBILE ERA



Tourist arrivals have increased 7.4%
JAN-SEP 2014/2015

Tourism revenues increased more than 3.2%
JAN-SEP 2014/2015

Very few hotels have a mobile app 
and even if they have one, most of them don’t advertise it despite 
the importance of a mobile strategy. 

THE HOSPITALITY
ENVIRONMENT 
IN THE LIGHT OF 
THE DIGITAL 
MOBILE ERA

Tourism trends & readiness in Cyprus

The trend is positive.



THE HOSPITALITY
ENVIRONMENT 
IN THE LIGHT OF 
THE DIGITAL 
MOBILE ERA

Users are more than ready to adopt such a mobile strategy
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Searched on smartphones for 
travel information on holidays



Which are some of the main reasons 
for not having a 

Successful Mobile Strategy ?



Until now the cost to implement a Mobile Strategy was substantial, 
especially for small businesses. In certain occasions the hotel needed to 
improve its IT equipment. The maintenance of the app was quite expensive.

internet site 

a mobile friendly site 

a mobile app

THE HOSPITALITY
ENVIRONMENT 
IN THE LIGHT OF 
THE DIGITAL 
MOBILE ERA

Main Reasons for lagging behind

Confusion between what is an 

Costs



THE HOSPITALITY
ENVIRONMENT 
IN THE LIGHT OF 
THE DIGITAL 
MOBILE ERA

Main Reasons for lagging behind

Most hotel mobile apps require constant 
completing of forms to be activated instead of been 
activated by a QR code scanning, which is modern 
and part of the mainstream.

Complex procedures



THE HOSPITALITY
ENVIRONMENT 
IN THE LIGHT OF 
THE DIGITAL 
MOBILE ERA

Main Reasons for lagging behind

Most of the time existing mobile apps remain static, 
resulting in less interest by the guests.

Sometimes hotels’ strategy is quite aggressive when they try to sell 
their services and products to the visitor and thus the visitors adopt 
a defensive position. 
There is a need for a more discreet approach. 
Ηotels can sell in a more subtle way.

Poor interaction

Aggressive up and cross selling

A mobile app should leave the guest plenty of room to breathe.



Hotel should be the beacon for the guests in an area

ONE APPY Hotel as a mobile tool and philosophy 
is taking these facts into consideration and is ready for you

It can shed light on the choices of the guests. If the hotel fails to do this effectively, 

it risks to get linked with a bad experience by the guest and lose the opportunity of 

getting linked with a good experience



YOUR HOTELS’
RECEPTION & CONCIERGE

ALWAYS WITH YOUR GUESTS
AT ANY PLACE AT ANY TIME



WHAT IS ONE APPY?

ONE APPY is a platform that allows a hotel to create its own app and improve 

the communication and interaction with its guests thus receiving great reviews. 

 It requires no special IT skills. 

The hotel doesn’t have to upgrade any IT infrastructure.

For the guests, ONE APPY is the free application ready to use for communication 

and interaction with the hotel. Most importantly, it is a personalized guide for their 

travel destination as it offers insider tips by the hotelier.



WHAT IS 
ONE APPY?

Features

The hotelier can create marketing campaigns and inform guests over 
a great variety of topics / special events which are connected to 
the Hotel’s facilities or to the wider destination area.

Push Notifications – Messages

The guest can make a great range of requests to the hotelier 
such as room, food, beverage, pool and bar services etc.

Messages –Requests



WHAT IS 
ONE APPY?

Features

Create a unique QR code to have an even more personalized 
communication and interaction with your guests.

Personalized Interaction through the Check in-Check out 

Show in digital maps what the hotelier suggests 
Guests can decide the place they want to visit and calculate the distance. 

Interactive Map POI's, Distance Calculator

Stop drawing on paper maps, go digital!



WHAT IS 
ONE APPY?

Features

Detailed presentation of the travel destination with a friendly 
and attractive interface (Events, POI’s and many more) as well as photo galleries.

Tips shared & bookmarks

Weather

iOS, Android, Tablets compatibility

Guests can choose which of your proposals 
will be added in their bookmark folder.

Click to Call



One Appy team is ready to support you in optimizing the content
of your mobile app (web copywriting, content production etc)

WHAT IS 
ONE APPY?

Features

Ready to support up to 9 languages

User Friendly Backend and multilingual support

Hotel CMS - Control Panel - Statistics

The “heart” of the application. The hotelier uploads
all the data he gathered in order to set up his mobile App.



WHAT IS 
ONE APPY?

Screenshots

Conference



WHAT IS 
ONE APPY?

Screenshots

HOTEL



Screenshots

WHAT IS 
ONE APPY?



Screenshots

HOTEL

WHAT IS 
ONE APPY?



Screenshots

WHAT IS 
ONE APPY?



WHAT ARE THE MAIN BENEFITS 
OF ONE APPY?



WHAT ARE 
THE MAIN 
BENEFITS OF 
ONE APPY?

Very easy to create your own hotel mobile application. 

No technical skills required. 

No CAPEX, low OPEX. All you need is Internet access. 

Cost-saving.

Offline function-ability for many of the features.

Smart and quick (QR code use).

Flexible platform, ready to host other hotel related projects

Pricing packages adapted to your needs.

Money back guarantee.

Dedicated support by an experienced team.



WHAT ARE 
THE MAIN 
BENEFITS OF 
ONE APPY?

Discreet approach, leaving the choice to the guest.

Contact your guests before, during and most importantly after 
their stay, wherever they are! 

Ready to create dynamic marketing campaigns and develop 
synergies with your local partners.

Guests will have more than one reason to keep your mobile app 
on their smartphones, as ONE APPY is not just a hotel app. 

It is an OPEN mobile platform which is constantly evolving.



The hotel becomes the beacon in the area. 

It makes your guests your best marketing ambassadors.

ONE APPY gives added value to your hotel 
and it is a strong Word of Mouth advertising enabler.



Thank you 
for your patient attendance




